INTRODUCTION

Cell collection and manufacturing facilities routinely receive product request inquiries for a variety of cellular products for a variety of indications and purposes.

This toolkit includes practical quick-reference material and supplemental sample documents to support facilities in fulfilling business, technical, and quality assurance requirements along the chain of production, from the evaluation of product requests through product delivery—a helpful tool for those receiving requests as well as facilities making them. Modules contain PowerPoint explanations and sample processes and documents, as well as lists of resources and references.

Use the Table of Contents to navigate easily between elements of the toolkit by clicking each title. Return to the Table of Contents or the beginning of the module by using the links at the bottom of each page.

Where modules offer supplemental documentation or helpful templates of various forms, they may be accessed separately through your account or app (see instructions). The forms may be used as provided, customized for your facility, or as a reference to improve existing internal forms.